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To all my friends in the USA, Happy Memorial Weekend!
And here is Djwhal Khul’s latest Spirituality Article, information complimentary every Thursday:
(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. I want to focus on the Mercury retrograde influence that we have now and then the
energies of a holiday weekend in the US although many of the students live in other countries.
But basically the memorial type energy of remembering loved ones perhaps or appreciating the
military or maybe you don’t appreciate the military because you’re focused on peace. Still I want to
put that energy in there of staying focused on peace and appreciating service in general. And then

also those who nobly served and are still alive as well as loved ones and whomever might be on
the other side.
So this is a time to reflect upon things and people that you are grateful for, just energetically
anyway and then that memorial weekend influence is sort of slowed down by the Mercury
retrograde but then there is also a lot of high psychic activity.
So just a little reminder then to pull in Vywamus as a teacher to work with your energy fields and
to set up protection and I’m going to say, and there’s also some Jewish holidays going on, and a
few other things. Sun moving into Gemini. There can be a tendency to sort of paddle back and
forth with beliefs, like teeter-totter, “I believe in this, no I don’t. Yes I do. No I don’t.”
So for people who tend to teeter, give them a lot of space so that they can think on their own
about it and many lightworkers may feel the need to actually retreat, like engross themselves into
an organizing project with no interruptions or writing with no interruptions, editing with no
interruptions. So keep in mind that that is a possibility as well.
Alright Dear Ones. As always, thank you and my love to you.
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